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Abstract 

Background 

Fine-scale data on animal position are increasingly enabling us to understand the details of 

animal movement ecology and dead-reckoning, a technique integrating motion sensor-

derived information on heading and speed, can be used to reconstruct fine-scale movement 

paths at sub-second resolution, irrespective of the environment. On its own however, the 

dead-reckoning process is prone to cumulative errors, so that position estimates quickly 

become uncoupled from true location. Periodic ground-truthing with aligned location data 

(e.g., from global positioning technology) can correct for this drift between Verified Positions 

(VPs). Yet relatively few bio-logging studies have adopted this approach due to an apparent 

inaccessibility of the complex analytical processes involved. We present step-by-step 

instructions for implementing Verified Position Correction (VPC) dead-reckoning in R using 

the tilt-compensated compass method, accompanied by the mathematical protocols 

underlying the code and improvements and extensions of this technique to reduce the trade-

off between VPC rate and dead-reckoning accuracy. These protocols are all built into a user-

friendly, fully-annotated VPC dead-reckoning R function; Gundog.Tracks, with multi-

functionality to reconstruct animal movement paths across terrestrial, aquatic, and aerial 

systems, provided within the supplementary information as well as online (GitHub). 

Results 

The Gundog.Tracks function is demonstrated on three contrasting model species (the African 

lion Panthera leo, the Magellanic penguin Spheniscus magellanicus, and the Imperial 

cormorant Leucocarbo atriceps) moving on land, in water and in air, respectively. We show 

the effect of uncorrected errors in speed estimations, heading inaccuracies and infrequent 

VPC rate and demonstrate how these issues can be addressed. 

Conclusions 

The function provided will allow anyone familiar with R to dead-reckon animal tracks readily 

and accurately, as the key complex issues are dealt with by Gundog.Tracks. This will help the 

community to consider and implement a valuable, but often overlooked method of 

reconstructing high-resolution animal movement paths across diverse species and systems 

without requiring a bespoke application. 
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1. Background 

Reconstructing animal movement paths is an important tool in ecology, providing insights 1 

into animal space use, behaviour and habitat selection. However, accurate estimation of 2 

paths at fine temporal scales has proved a persistent challenge [1, 2]. Dead-reckoning is a 3 

method used to reconstruct animal movement paths, based on sequentially integrating the 4 

vector of travel from a predetermined position using estimates of heading (also termed 5 

‘bearing’ or ‘yaw’) and velocity (and displacement about the vertical axis for 3-D movements), 6 

over an elapsed time interval [3-6]. In its most advanced form, it can provide positional data 7 

with sub-second resolution, irrespective of the environment [e.g., 7, 8, 9] and it therefore has 8 

huge potential for providing data that can elucidate many fundamental behavioural and 9 

ecological issues related to space-use.  10 

The concept of dead-reckoning (also termed ‘track integration’) originated to aid nautical 11 

navigation [3, 10], though its utility to reconstruct uninterrupted fine-scale (in time and space) 12 

animal movement paths by integrating different sensors in animal-attached tags was 13 

suggested over three decades ago [11, 12]. Today, this typically involves the simultaneous 14 

deployment of tri-axial accelerometers and magnetometers [e.g., 6, 7, 13, 14-17], utilising the 15 

tilt-compensated compass method [cf. 18, 19-21]. 16 

The utility of dead-reckoning depends on the accuracy of speed and heading estimates (see 17 

Table. 1) and, due to the nature of vector integration, dead-reckoned tracks accumulate 18 

errors (commonly termed ‘drift’) over time [12, 22, 23]. As a result, periodic ground-truthing 19 

by a secondary source is important for maintaining the accuracy of animal paths with all its 20 

underlying scales and tortuosity of movement [6, 7, 24]. For this reason, dead-reckoning data 21 

is normally enhanced by combining it with other methods for providing verified positions 22 
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(VPs). These are primarily; direct observation [e.g., 25], light intensity-based geolocation [e.g., 23 

26], VHF- [e.g., 27], acoustic- [e.g., 28] and GPS telemetry [e.g., 23]. Other, less utilised, 24 

systems that may also have merit at sites frequented by the tagged animals, include radio 25 

frequency identification (RFID) stations [cf. 29], camera traps [cf. 30] and video footage, such 26 

as closed-circuit television (CCTV) surveillance [e.g., 31]. Although all these systems are 27 

subject to a number of issues that can make their positional fixes temporally widely spaced 28 

[e.g., 1, 32, 33], inaccurate [e.g., 34, 35, 36] or impossible [e.g., 37, 38, 39], they can be critical 29 

in providing ground-truthed positions, even infrequently, with which to reset accumulated 30 

drift [6, 23].  31 

Of the above VP options, GPS-corrected dead-reckoning is the most widely used and there is 32 

a marked bias towards marine studies [e.g., 7-9, 12-14, 16, 24, 40, 41-53]. This is likely because 33 

speed can be more easily measured or approximated in water, with previous studies 34 

obtaining estimates via acoustic flow noise [e.g., 54], passive sonar [e.g., 55], pitch and change 35 

in depth [e.g., 8] and speed sensors [cf. 13, 56, 57]. The efficacy of such techniques diminishes 36 

within the aerial environment, principally, due to the marked difference between water and 37 

air density [cf. 58] and the current strength and volatility of wind [cf. 59, 60]. Indeed, this may 38 

explain why, in part, (to our knowledge) only one study to date has dead-reckoned a volant 39 

species [61]. More recently, dynamic body acceleration (DBA, see Wilson et al. [62], for recent 40 

review) has been validated as a proxy of speed for terrestrial animals [63, 64] although there 41 

are still very few studies that use the dead-reckoning method in terrestrial animals [e.g., 6, 7, 42 

23, 31, 65, 66].  43 

 44 

 45 
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Table 1. Possible system errors that can affect the utility of animal dead-reckoning within the ‘tilt-compensated compass’ 46 
framework. ‘SI’ refers to Supplementary information. 47 

 48 

System 

error 

Reasons for 

error 

Underlying causes References Possible mitigation 

measures 

Derived 

Heading 

Erroneous 
static 

acceleration 
(postural) 
estimates 

During bouts of high centripetal 
(turning) acceleration 

[67] 
[68] 
[69] 
[60] 
[70] 

 
 

Gyro-integrated data [cf. 71, 72] 
 

Using Euler 
angles 

(angle of 
rotation 

about each 
axis of a given 

coordinate 
system) 

The orientation of the device with 
respect to the earth’s frame of reference 
(cf. SI2) can only be defined reasonably 

at angles less than perpendicular or less 
than a 180o inversion (dependent on 

pitch & roll equations used - cf. Section 
3) from their longitudinal and lateral 
axes of ‘normal’ posture (otherwise, 

unstable measures arise from the 
Gimbal lock singularity complex [cf. 73], 

whilst x, y and z values can become 
inversed and/or represent different 
‘surge’, ‘sway’ and ‘heave’ planes) 

[74] 
[75] 
[76] 
[18] 
[77] 

 

Quaternion-estimated heading 
[cf. 78, 79, 80] 

Tag 
placement/ 
dislodgment 

In line with the above - range for 
accurate angular (pitch & roll) measures 
are restricted in one or more dimensions 
Heading will be biased according to the 
degree of displacement about the z-axis 

[16] 
[81] 

 

Ensure tag orientation is noted 
during deployment and retrieval 

operations (and subsequently 
used in corrections) 

Variations in 
the strength 

and 
declination of 

magnetic 
fields 

Animals that undertake long journeys 
(regionally/globally) 

Environmental and man-made magnetic 
noise (iron distortions) 

[82] 

Ensure at least one magnetic 
calibration procedure is carried 

out (see SI3 for details) and 
apply magnetic declination 

offset to heading values where 
required 

Derived 

Speed 

Deviations of 
the 

DBA~speed 
relationship 

Load bearing 
Moving over a deformable substrate / 

changeable incline 
Changing gait 

Moving within fluid media 

[83] 
[84] 
[85] 
[63] 
[64] 
[86] 
[9] 

 

Iteratively modulate the 
gradient and/or intercept within 
the DBA~speed linear regression 

according to environmental 
circumstance and mode of 

movement [cf. 63]. 
By-pass DBA (e.g., use 

speed/acoustic sensors, 
step/tail-/wing beat frequency, 

vertical speed etc. [e.g., 44])  

Both 

External 
forces (e.g., 

current 
vectors in air- 

and water 
flow) 

Decreases the signal-to-noise ratio of 
motion sensor data. 

Affects the relationship between an 
animal’s (longitudinal axis) direction of 
travel from their true vector of travel 

Some animals do not always move in the 
same direction as their anterior-

posterior axis 

[12] 
[43] 
[87] 
[8] 

 

Smooth postural (and pre-
derivative data) / DBA estimates 

[cf. 62] 
Incorporate current flow vectors 

within the dead-reckoning 
procedure 
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We suggest that a primary reason that Verified Position Correction (VPC) dead-reckoning has 49 

been little used relates to the apparent difficulty and poor accessibility of the analytical 50 

processes involved. With this in mind, the primary aim of this paper is to provide potential 51 

users with a clear, concise roadmap for implementing dead-reckoning protocols. Specifically, 52 

we revisit the dead-reckoning methodology, from calibrating magnetometry data and 53 

deriving heading (tilt-compensated compass method), to VPC dead-reckoning within both 54 

terrestrial and fluid media. We provide simplistic conceptual explanations and mathematical 55 

protocols and describe the pitfalls within the procedure that can increase error. We also 56 

translate the relevant equations into complementary R code [cf. 88, available at 89] 57 

throughout the text, with fully annotated scripts deposited in the supplementary information 58 

(SI) and GitHub [available at 90].  59 

In addition to the above, we outline recent advances to the VPC dead-reckoning technique. 60 

For use in terrestrial environments, this includes implementing step counts as a distance 61 

measure, by-passing dynamic body acceleration (DBA) as a proxy of speed, and assessing the 62 

value of ‘reverse dead-reckoning’ (useful when VPs are concentrated to the latter end of an 63 

animal’s trajectory). For marine and aerial environments, we demonstrate the value of 64 

integrating tidal-/air current data with dead-reckoned vectors (hereafter termed ‘current 65 

integration’) to reduce errors attributed to drift [cf. 43, 87]. Across all three media of travel 66 

(land, water and air), we show the value of incorporating different speed coefficients 67 

according to behaviour types. In addition, we provide examples of the various methods by 68 

which VP data can be under-sampled (relevant for high-res GPS datasets) prior to correcting 69 

dead-reckoned tracks and discuss the scales at which users should consider VP correction 70 

(which depend on the details of species-specific movement and length of data acquisition). 71 

We specifically demonstrate the above using our R-functions (Gundog.Tracks being the 72 
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primary function for dead-reckoning), providing examples of its utility across various 73 

scenarios. Lastly, we highlight the relevance of heading and distance correction factors 74 

(derived from the VPC procedure), which can also be used to interrogate the animal-75 

environment interaction and biases stemming from animal tag performance. 76 

To illustrate our approach, we use three model species (the African lion Panthera leo, the 77 

Magellanic penguin Spheniscus magellanicus and the Imperial cormorant Leucocarbo 78 

atriceps) that cover almost two orders of size magnitude in body mass and that operate in 79 

markedly different environments and at different scales of movement. To make this review 80 

more broadly applicable to researchers of varying dead-reckoning and R knowledge, we have 81 

departed from a traditional article format and instead, split this body of work into two distinct 82 

sections: Firstly, we provide an overview of the critical Gundog.Tracks function and provide a 83 

brief review of the conceptual workflow (Section 2). With respect to this, we discuss the 84 

relevant strengths and limitations of the current dead-reckoning framework and the key 85 

considerations involved. Secondly, we detail each ‘potential’ stage of the VPC dead-reckoning 86 

procedure with exemplar mathematical equations and R syntax (Section 3).  87 

 88 

 89 

 90 

 91 

 92 

 93 

 94 
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2. Implementation of Gundog.Tracks 95 

2.1 User functionality 96 

Gundog.Tracks is an all-encompassing dead-reckoning function that can be used to dead-97 

reckon animal paths travelling terrestrially or through fluid media. User-defined inputs can 98 

specify a combination of procedures (elaborated below), including: (i) Reverse dead-99 

reckoning, (ii) Integrating travel and current vectors and, if supplied, the method and degree 100 

of VP under-sampling prior to correction (cf. Table 2). The user can opt to derive speed using 101 

the DBA approach, with multi-functionality to modulate (iii) DBA~speed relationships. 102 

Conversely, in cases where DBA is a weak proxy of speed, the user can supply (iv) Pre-103 

determined speed data. The function’s method of (v) VPC, automatically handles NaN and 104 

Infinite (Inf) values which can arise during the derivation of the distance correction factors 105 

(detailed within Section 3). Table 2 details all the function’s input requirements/options. 106 

Reverse dead-reckoning 107 

Dead-reckoning backwards is useful when the start position is unknown, but the finishing 108 

coordinates are known. For example, central-place foraging, diving animals returning to land 109 

from the sea may not acquire a satellite fix for an appreciable period of time following 110 

submersion in water which can make determining the start position difficult. So, when VPs 111 

are skewed to the latter part of the track, it may be beneficial to start the iterative dead-112 

reckon process from that end. This involves reversing the order of data to be dead-reckoned 113 

and changing heading values by 180 degrees prior to dead-reckoning. 114 

 115 

 116 
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Integrating current vectors 117 

Wind or ocean currents can change the relationship between an animal’s (longitudinal axis) 118 

bearing and speed of travel from their true vector of travel [43, 87].  This drift can be 119 

incorporated within movement paths by advancing each iterated dead-reckoned vector 120 

according to the direction and speed of the current at that point in space and time (cf. Fig. 1).  121 

 122 

DBA~speed derivation 123 

 124 

Given the approximate linear relationship between DBA [sensu 62] and terrestrial animal 125 

speed, DBA estimates can be multiplied by a gradient, m and summed with an intercept, c to 126 

derive speed [7, 23], which are typically substituted with results from DBA~speed linear 127 

regression estimates [23, 64, 91, 92]. The m coefficient should be selected such that 128 

(uncorrected) dead-reckoned tracks accord with the apparent straight-line distance between 129 

VPs. Importantly, the DBA~speed relationship may be a function of terrain-type (e.g., sand vs 130 

concrete), animal state (e.g., weight variation) and mode of movement (e.g., running vs 131 

climbing) [cf. 63]. For instance, a condor gliding within a thermal would have high speeds, 132 

despite having negligible DBA, while an Ibex traversing across different substrate types and 133 

gradients would impart varying magnitudes of acceleration that may scale non-linearly with 134 

a change in stride gait. It may be of value, therefore, to iteratively change the supplied m (and 135 

possibly c) values between VPs according to behaviour and environment. The user may also 136 

opt to supply a ‘marked events’ (ME) vector (a marked event refers to a number of sequential 137 

(in time) data points within a dataset coded for with integer values) to ensure dead-reckoned 138 

tracks are not advanced with non-translational behaviours. Within Gundog.Tracks, ME values 139 

of one or greater reflect progressive movement, and zero values code for stationary 140 
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behaviour - e.g., in its simplest form, ME could be filled with binary 0’s and 1’s as governed 141 

by a DBA threshold (labelling the ME vector 0 in sleep and resting behaviour). 142 

 143 

Pre-determining speed 144 

For terrestrial species (specifically bipeds and quadrupeds), the interplay between peak heave 145 

acceleration amplitude and periodicity may be a useful indicator for the movement gait 146 

adopted [93], which may help decide the coefficient multiplier in the DBA~speed relationship 147 

[64]. There may be times, however, when DBA is an unreliable proxy of terrestrial speed [cf. 148 

63]. At this time, given that the stride cycle can be easily detected by cyclic peaks in a given 149 

acceleration channel [e.g., 94, 95, 96], peak periodicity (and amplitude) may be used as a 150 

proxy of distance moved by providing a distance per step estimate (assuming constant 151 

distance travelled between step gaits if only concerning step periodicity- cf. Section 3 and SI4). 152 

DBA is a weak proxy of speed for many marine animals because associated air volumes change 153 

upthrust with depth so that speed may be invariant of the movement kinematics [cf. 97]. DBA 154 

is also a weak proxy for flying animals that glide at constant velocity, use thermals or bank [cf. 155 

98]. One of the most common methods for determining animal speed in water is via devices 156 

that estimate flow or resistance rate [13, 16, 59, 99]. These often have appreciable limitations, 157 

with currents, biofouling, blockage and turbulence affecting performance [59], and many of 158 

these issues are applicable to volant species, so that bird speed measures are typically 159 

restricted to GPS-derived estimates of ground speed [cf. 100]. In the absence of a reliable 160 

motion sensor-derived speed proxy, previous reported approximated speed estimates 161 

according to movement modes and/or topological whereabouts can be used [cf. 27]. For 162 

example, for various diving animals such as penguins, a simple depth threshold may prove 163 
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effective to differentiate between various previous reported modal ‘surface-resting‘ and 164 

‘underwater-commuting’ speeds [56, 101-103]. For volant species, whilst wingbeat frequency 165 

or amplitude does not scale reliably with air speed [cf. 104], the interplay between both can 166 

decipher various flight modes (e.g., ‘cruising speed’ vs taking off/landing) [60, 105]. 167 

Furthermore, tail beat frequency has been shown to be a good predictor of swimming speed 168 

for various fish species [106-108]. For diving animals, a proxy for horizontal speed can be 169 

obtained based on animal pitch and rate of change of depth [8, 109]. Specifically, the rate 170 

change of depth is divided by the tangent of the body pitch. 171 

 In any case, when high resolution VP data is available (e.g., 0.01-10 Hz GPS), for instance, 172 

during short-term trial deployments, speed estimates can be compared alongside those 173 

derived between VPs and approximated according to behaviour type (elucidated from, for 174 

example, accelerometery- [e.g., 110, 111], magnetometry- [e.g., 98, 112]), depth- [e.g., 113] 175 

or altitude- [e.g., 60] data, and uncorrected dead-reckoned tracks can be compared alongside 176 

VPs to determine where biases may occur visually. Furthermore, the correction factors 177 

obtained from the VPC process are viable comparators for detecting consistent under- or 178 

over-estimations of speed and/or heading offsets (e.g., due to tag placement). Speed values 179 

can then be iteratively adjusted until uncorrected dead-reckoned tracks match their aligned 180 

ground-truthed positions. Within Gundog.Tracks, the user can modulate m, c and ME values 181 

to switch between pre-determined speed (m = 1, c = 0), DBA derived speed (m > 0, c ≥ 0) and 182 

stationary behaviour (ME = 0). 183 

 184 

 185 
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VPC procedure 186 

Ground-truthing dead-reckoned tracks typically involves the linear drift correction method 187 

[cf. 23, 43], outlined in Constandache et al. [114] & Symington and Trigoni [115]. In essence, 188 

a shift vector aligns the starting dead-reckoned path segment with the VP at time point one, 189 

after which the difference between the VP and dead-reckoned path segment at time point 190 

two is calculated to provide a correction vector that is applied linearly between time point 191 

one and time point two. Our method follows the protocols outlined by Walker et al. [6], 192 

whereby the underlying correction coefficients (hereafter termed ‘factors’) for both heading 193 

and (radial) distance are calculated - adjusting the length and heading at each dead-reckoned 194 

path segment until the end points align to each VP along the path. This process requires the 195 

trigonometric ‘as the crow flies’ Haversine formulae [116-118] which allows one to translate 196 

a distance across the curvature of the Earth’s surface (detailed within Section 3). The 197 

advantage of this method is that, whilst correction factors are constant between VPs, it does 198 

not assume that the dead-reckoned path deviates linearly over time from the true path 199 

because (radial) distance is multiplied by the distance correction factor. This ensures that 200 

parts of track where the animal is determined to be stationary (e.g., ME = 0) are left unaltered. 201 

It is worth noting that even animals that travel in 3-D can be subject to the 2-D dead-reckoning 202 

formulae and Haversine computation of distance correction factors because we typically 203 

assume that both dead-reckoned- and VP positions are aligned in vertical space (assuming 204 

reliable pressure- [60]/ depth [13] data) and attempt to control for the horizontal component 205 

of speed (e.g., Section 3 - E14,16) pre-correction. Although not covered here, we acknowledge 206 

that various state-space modelling techniques have also been developed to georeference 207 

dead-reckoned tracks [e.g., 8, 44]. 208 
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Table 2. Gundog.Tracks input fields and description of their role. Ref refers to the default value when no input is stated. Red 209 
shading represents required user inputs and green and orange shading reflect optional inputs (the latter change when using 210 
VPC). Note that if speed estimates (v) are directly inputted into the function then m, c and ME defaults should not be changed. 211 
If either one of the VP.lon, VP.lat or method inputs is specified as NULL, then no VPC will occur.  212 

Function input Description Ref 

TS Timestamp - POSIXct object. No missing data (NA’s) permitted - 

h Heading (0
o
 to 360

o
) - No missing data (NA’s) permitted - 

v DBA (g or m/s
2
) or speed (m/s) - No missing data (NA’s) permitted - 

elv Elevation / depth data (m) - No missing data (NA’s) permitted 0 

p 
Pitch (o) – Only supply if user wants radial distance modulated according to pitch (cf. section 3 - E16). No missing 
data (NA’s) permitted 

NULL 

cs 
Current strength (m/s) - Supplied as a single value or vector/column of changeable values. NA’s are replaced with 
the most recent non-NA prior to it (observations carried forward) 

NULL 

ch Current heading (0
o
 to 360

o
) -

 
Supplied as a single value or vector/column of changeable values. NA’s are replaced 

with the most recent non-NA prior to it (observations carried forward) 
NULL 

m 
Multiplicative coefficient (gradient) - If speed (m/s) supplied for v, then m must be 1.  
Supplied as a single value or vector/column of changeable values 

1 

c 
Constant (y-intercept) – If speed supplied for v, then c must be 0.  
Supplied as a single value or vector/column of changeable values 

0 

ME 
Marked Events – 0 denotes periods of stationary behaviour and 1 (or any integer number > 0) denotes periods of 
traversing movement. ME overrides initial speed input / DBA-derived speed (calculated within the function itself) 

1 

lo Starting longitude coordinate to advance dead-reckon track from – Decimal format, e.g., 26.31989 0 

la Starting latitude coordinate to advance dead-reckon track from – Decimal format e.g., -06.11995 0 

VP.lon 
VP longitude coordinates – Decimal format. Missing relocation data expressed as either NA’s or 0’s. First (or last 
if reverse dead-reckoning) element/row allocated as lo within the function  

NULL 

VP.lat 
VP latitude coordinates – Decimal format. Missing relocation data expressed as either NA’s or 0’s. First (or last if 
reverse dead-reckoning) element/row allocated as la within the function 

NULL 

VP.ME 
TRUE = Supplied VPs removed at times when ME = 0 (relevant for high-res VP datasets, when location error is high 
during rest). Note, this does not remove the element/row allocated as lo/la  

FALSE 

method 

How the function under-samples VPs prior to correction (subsequent to the VP.ME subset, if set to TRUE) – 
“divide” = Fix kept every x (thresh) segments of supplied VPs, based on row number. The first and last fixes are 
always included 
“time” (s) = Fix kept every x (thresh) accumulated seconds (or the next available fix after a period of missing 
locational data (≥ thresh). The first and last fixes are always included 
“distance” = Fix kept every x (thresh) proportional segments of the total accumulated distance (m) between 
supplied VPs (using the stepping interval ‘dist.step’). The first and last fixes are always included 
“all” = Every supplied VP kept (irrespective of thresh value) 

NULL 

thresh 
Threshold - Degree of VP under-sampling prior to dead-reckon correction. The frequency of under sampling 
depends on the method selected 

1 

dist.step 
The stepping interval used for calculating distance between VPs, both within the VP summary distance metrics 
(see Table. 3) and within the ‘method = distance' VP under-sampling protocol prior to VPC. For example, dist.step 
= 5 computes distance between every 5th VP (irrespective of the time difference between them) 

1 

bound 
TRUE = VPC dead-reckoning is bounded by the first and last VP present 
FALSE = VPC dead-reckoning is unbounded by the last available VP. The last dead-reckoned track segment inherits 
the previous correction factors 

 TRUE 

Outgoing 
TRUE = ‘normal’ dead-reckoning procedure 
FALSE = Reverse dead-reckoning. Note la and lo positions should now be the finishing longitude and latitude 
coordinates, respectively 

TRUE 

Plot 

FALSE = No summary plots 
TRUE = R graphics window initialized: VPC = 4 summary plots / no VPC = 1 summary plot (cf. top left) 
Top left) Uncorrected dead-reckoned track (blue) and VP track (red). If currents are supplied, the blue track has 
currents integrated and an additional green track with no current integration is plotted 
Top right) VPC dead-reckoned track (blue) in relation to VP track (red) 
Bottom left) Net error (m) between VPs and dead-reckoned positions (un-corrected = red and corrected = black). 
If currents are supplied, then uncorrected with no current integration = green and uncorrected with current 
integration = red. 
Bottom right) VPC corrected dead-reckoned track 

TRUE 
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2.2 Default inputs for calculations and outputs 213 

Gundog.Tracks default input takes the form: 214 

Gundog.Tracks(TS, h, v, elv = 0, p = NULL, cs = NULL, ch = NULL, m = 1, c = 0, ME = 1, lo = 0, 215 

la = 0, VP.lon = NULL, VP.lat = NULL, VP.ME = FALSE, method = NULL, thresh = 1, dist.step = 216 

1, bound = TRUE, Outgoing = TRUE, plot = FALSE) 217 

 218 

, with input modulated according to the animal in question and data available (see Fig. 2). 219 

 220 

The function outputs a data frame containing various descriptive columns which, depending 221 

on the input, includes (but is not limited to); 222 

 The correction factors used 223 

 Heading and radial distance estimates (both pre- and post-current integration and/or 224 

VPC) 225 

 Distance moved and speed estimates (both in 2-D and 3-D when elevation/depth data 226 

supplied) 227 

 Net error between dead-reckoned positions and VPs (both pre- and post-correction)  228 

 Various VP summaries including notation of when VPs are present and which fixes 229 

were used in the correction process.  230 

 231 

When specified, 2-D summary plots demonstrating the relationship between dead-reckoned 232 

positions and VPs (both pre- and post-current integration and/or VPC) are provided (e.g., Fig. 233 

3). Table 3 details all the function’s available outputs (modulated according to input). 234 

Gundog.Tracks uses the na.locf() function from the ‘zoo’ package [119] and the slice() function 235 

from the ‘dplyr’ package [120] (both are checked as dependencies and installed when 236 

required within this function). Output 2-D distance/speed estimates are calculated with the 237 
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Haversine formula. When depth/elevation data is supplied (and changes between sets of 238 

coordinates) 3-D distance/speed estimates are calculated with a variant of the Euclidean 239 

Formula - converting x, y, z from polar to Cartesian coordinates, and incorporating the Earth's 240 

oblate spheroid (cf. World Geodetic System (WGS84)), via conversion from Geodetic- to 241 

Geocentric-latitude [cf. 121]. 242 

Table 3. Gundog.Tracks data frame output names and their parameters. The shading of Ref refers to when the outputs occur; 243 
red shading = always, purple shading = when pitch data is supplied, green shading = when elevation/depth data is supplied, 244 
blue = when current data is supplied and orange = when the user opts to undertake VPC. The symbol * demonstrates that the 245 
metrics will be derived from VPC tracks when correction is initialised. Note that, subsequent to reverse dead-reckoning, the 246 
data frame is reverted (back to original time order), though observations are carried backwards in some instances, indicated 247 
by ↑. Due to the nature of reverse dead-reckoning (cf. SI6), some input fields are shifted forward one row following the initial 248 
inversion of data. As such, fields indicated by #, are one row further forward in time (this is important when relating 249 
Head.corr.factor and Heading.corr output to the equivalent (uncorrected) Heading output. However, when currents are 250 
integrated, the Head.corr.factor and Heading.corr outputs refer to Heading.current.integrated and these are synchronized 251 
row-wise. All heading related data are rotated back 180 degrees following reverse dead-reckoning. 252 

Function output Description Ref 

Row.number Row number  

Timestamp Supplied timestamp - POSIXct object  

DR.seconds Accumulated time (s) based on the supplied timestamp 
 

Heading Supplied heading (0
o
 to 360

o
) 

 

Marked.events Supplied Marked events (or replicated default)  

DBA.or.speed Supplied DBA (g or m/s
2
) or speed (m/s) 

 

Pitch Supplied pitch (o)  

Radial.distance The calculated q coefficient (prior to VPC) (cf. Sector 3 - E15) # 

Elevation Supplied elevation / depth (m)  

Elevation.diff Rate change of supplied elevation/depth (m/s) - (elevation difference / time difference between rows)  

Current.strength Supplied current strength (m/s)  

Current.heading Supplied current heading (0
o
 to 360

o
) 

 

Heading.current.integrated Updated heading (0
o
 to 360

o
) following addition of current vectors (prior to VPC) # 

Radial.distance.current.integrated Updated q coefficient following addition of current vectors (prior to VPC) # 

DR.longitude Dead-reckoned longitude coordinates – Decimal format (prior to VPC)  

DR.latitude Dead-reckoned latitude coordinates – Decimal format (prior to VPC)  

DR.longitude.corr Corrected dead-reckoned longitude coordinates – Decimal format (post VPC)  

DR.latitude.corr Corrected dead-reckoned latitude coordinates – Decimal format (post VPC)  

Dist.corr.factor Distance correction factor (observations carried forward) ↑ # 

Head.corr.factor Heading correction factor (0
o
 to 360

o
) (observations carried forward) ↑ # 

Heading.corr Corrected heading (0
o
 to 360

o
) (post VPC)  # 

Radial.distance.corr Corrected q coefficient (post VPC)  # 
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Distance.error.before.correction 
Distance (m) between uncorrected dead-reckoned positions and VPs (observations carried forward), 

subsequent to sub-sampling according to ME, if VP.ME = TRUE  
↑ 

Distance.error.after.correction 
Distance (m) between corrected dead-reckoned positions and VPs (observations carried forward), 

subsequent to sub-sampling according to ME, if VP.ME = TRUE 

↑ 

DR.distance.2D Two-dimensional distance moved (m) between dead-reckoned fixes * 

DR.distance.3D Three-dimensional distance moved (m) between dead-reckoned fixes * 

DR.cumulative.distance.2D Accumulated two-dimensional distance moved (m) between dead-reckoned fixes * 

DR.cumulative.distance.3D Accumulated three-dimensional distance moved (m) between dead-reckoned fixes * 

DR.distance.from.start.2D Two-dimensional (straight-line) distance moved (m) from starting position  * 

DR.distance.from.start.3D Three-dimensional (straight-line) distance moved (m) from the starting position * 

DR.speed.2D Horizontal speed (m/s) (DR.distance.2D / time difference between rows) * 

DR.speed.3D Total speed (m/s) (DR.distance.3D / time difference between rows) * 

VP.seconds Accumulated time (s) between supplied VPs (observations carried forward)   

VP.longitude Supplied VP longitude values (observations carried forward), sub-sampled according to ME, if VP.ME = TRUE  ↑ 

VP.latitude Supplied VP latitude values (observations carried forward), sub-sampled according to ME, if VP.ME = TRUE ↑ 

VP.fix.present 
Denotes when a fix was present (1) or absent (0), subsequent to sub-sampling according to ME, if VP.ME = 

TRUE 

 

VP.used.to.correct Denotes which VPs were used to correct (1) and which VPs were ignored (0)  

Number.of.VPCs Increments by 1 each time a VP was used to correct (observations carried forward)   ↑ 

VP.thresh 
Replicates the thresh value set (or default) or warns the user that additional VP under-sampling was 

required if ‘Inf’ values produced 

 

VP.distance.2D 
Two-dimensional distance moved (m) between VPs,), subsequent to sub-sampling according to ME, if VP.ME 

= TRUE and using the stepping interval ‘dist.step’ 
 

VP.cumulative.distance.2D 
Accumulated two-dimensional distance moved (m) between VPs, subsequent to sub-sampling according to 

ME, if VP.ME = TRUE and using the stepping interval ‘dist.step’ 
 

 253 

The interplay between numerical precision in R, correction rate and net error can make more 254 

than one round of adjustment necessary for dead-reckoning fixes to accord exactly with 255 

ground-truthed locations (cf. Fig. 4a), particularly given that slight discrepancies accumulate 256 

over time. Each iteration of the correction process produces a tighter adherence between 257 

estimated and ground-truthed positions [cf. 6]. Typically, this does not involve more than two 258 

rounds of VPC to achieve a maximum net error of .01 m (the threshold used within 259 

Gundog.Tracks) across a ca. (1 Hz) 2 week-long track. Logically, the net error between VPs 260 

and (corrected) dead-reckoned positions is negatively correlated with correction rate (cf. Fig. 261 

4b) [cf. 43], although the rate of ‘drop-off’ is dependent on the accuracy of the initial 262 
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(uncorrected) dead-reckoned track (cf. Fig. 5), itself, modulated by the extent of system errors 263 

(Table. 1) and initial user-defined track scaling.   264 

 265 

Within this process, people assume VPs to be perfect, however, across all VP determining 266 

methods, the rate and accuracy of data acquisition is highly moderated according to the 267 

permissiveness of the environment, such as high-density shrub or submersion in water [e.g., 268 

35, 122, 123]. GPS technology is arguably the most popular and widely used method for 269 

determining estimates of free-ranging animal movement [cf. 124, 125, 126]. This is because 270 

inspection of data is less complex and time-consuming than some of the alternatives, whilst 271 

improvements in design and battery longevity have enabled GPS units to be attached to a 272 

plethora of animals (up to almost four orders of magnitude in size and mass [cf. 8, 127]) and 273 

record at high frequencies (e.g., ≥ 1 Hz [124, 128]). Consequently, GPS units are unparalleled 274 

for providing such detailed quantification of space-use outside of the VPC dead-reckoning 275 

framework, and are the most utilised VPC method within (including the case study datasets 276 

within this study). However, locational accuracy (excepting precision error radius [cf. 129] and 277 

variable latency [cf. 130]) can vary by a few metres or be appreciably more depending upon 278 

the propagation of signal quality and/or receiver reception capability [35, 131, 132]. As such, 279 

VP error becomes more relevant at smaller scales of assessed movement and this is the 280 

reason why VP distance-moved estimates can go from being typically underestimated at low 281 

frequencies (due to linear interpolation of tortuous movements) [23, 133, 134] to 282 

overestimated at high frequencies [91, 129] and result in highly variable correction factors 283 

within the VPC dead-reckoning process [cf. 7]. Indeed, judicious selection of VPC rate is critical 284 

in maximizing dead-reckoned track accuracy when relocation data is taken at fine spatial- and 285 

temporal resolutions [23] (cf. Table. 2 – ‘VP.ME’, ‘method’, ‘thresh’ and ‘dist.step’ inputs to 286 
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aid in modulating VPC rate). Likewise, the initial screening for location anomalies, across all 287 

VP methods and sampling intervals, is important so as to prevent incorrect distortion of 288 

tracks. Put simply, the higher the quality of VP data input, the greater the robustness of the 289 

VPC dead-reckoning output. 290 

 291 

It was suggested by Bidder et al. [7], that the next stage in this work is to derive a standardised 292 

set of rules to maximise the value of both GPS (though this applies to any VP method) and 293 

dead-reckoned data in line with the questions being asked. We argue that consistent trends 294 

in the magnitude and/or bias of correction factors can be used as a diagnostic tool for 295 

elucidating; (i) VP inaccuracy (e.g., possibly manifested by extremely high distance and 296 

heading correction factors), (ii) required alterations to the DBA~speed relationship (e.g., due 297 

to traversing across different substrates (e.g., Fig. 5)) and (iii) drift due to current vectors [cf. 298 

13, 43] (e.g., Fig. 6).  299 

 300 

 The case-studies 301 

An important question to address is how often to do VP correction. This is obviously 302 

dependent upon the scales of movement elicited and the medium in/on which the animal in 303 

question navigates. Put simply, one should VP correct as little as possible, but as much as is 304 

necessary and we elaborate on this using our model species operating in different media. 305 

Within Fig. 5, the 1 Hz GPS track (blue) is plotted alongside two different dead-reckoned 306 

tracks; ((a) = uncorrected & (b) = corrected approx. every 30 mins (method = “time”)) from 307 

twelve days of data acquisition of one lion. There were two variations in the method of scaling 308 

the dead-reckoned tracks; a track based on a Vectorial Dynamic Body Acceleration (VeDBA) 309 

threshold (red), and a track advanced based on periods of identified movement (purple). The 310 
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m (multiplicative) coefficient and c (constant) values were determined from the VeDBA~GPS 311 

speed relationship [Fig. 5, insert a1] and the Movement Verified Filtering (MVF) protocol 312 

outlined by Gunner et al. [91] was used to depict movement and anomalous GPS fixes (green) 313 

and to compute reasonable GPS-derived speed estimates. This case study demonstrates three 314 

important points. Firstly, on its own, dead-reckoning is subject to substantial drift and so VPC 315 

is essential for resetting this error. The more frequent a user corrects, the more accurate the 316 

dead reckon track becomes (relative to VPs), though VP error can also be substantial, 317 

especially during rest behaviour (see Gunner et al. [91] for demonstration of this). For collared 318 

animals, heading measurements can become inaccurate at times of erratic collar roll (cf. 319 

Table. 1) and conjointly, GPS performance is also reduced when antenna position becomes 320 

compromised [e.g., 135].  321 

 322 

Secondly, and in conjunction to the above, irrespective of VPC rate, the initial allocation of 323 

speed is important. Here, only dead-reckoning identified movement periods resulted in 324 

greater accuracy than just advancing tracks based on a VeDBA threshold. This is because even 325 

stationary behaviours can impart appreciable DBA [e.g., 136] (beyond the threshold), and 326 

thus wrongly advance tracks. The false patterns of tortuosity created from this, whilst scaled 327 

and possibly rotated with VPC (cf. Sector. 3), remain incorporated to some degree. Whilst not 328 

illustrated here, advancing tracks without a VeDBA threshold would incur greater error still. 329 

Lastly, in this section, the distance correction factor was consistently high [Fig. 5, insert b1] as 330 

the lion travelled along the Botswana fence boundary, perhaps as a result of the animal 331 

walking on the compact dirt road at this location [Fig. 5, insert a2], altering the VeDBA~speed 332 

relationship. Such patterns in correction factors (whether consistent or highly variable) can 333 

highlight issues with the underlying track scaling. 334 
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Where animals move in water or air, obtaining accurate estimates of speed is more difficult 335 

without the use of speed sensors. Naturally, the resolution and accuracy of initial dead-336 

reckoning track scaling (pre-VPC) reduces when speed has to be approximated using constant 337 

values according to behaviour type (a strategy used here). There is a balance between initial 338 

dead-reckoning accuracy and required VPC. The lower the initial track accuracy, the more 339 

frequent it should be corrected, and additional drift caused by external-force vectors 340 

compounds this issue. Within Fig. 6, we illustrate the value that current correction, dependent 341 

on current information, brings to the VPC procedure if the derived track is to be superimposed 342 

on the environment. Here, one Magellanic penguin was dead-reckoned with and without tidal 343 

vector integration (instantaneous tidal currents were deduced from a 3-D numerical model 344 

validated in the region [137], at hourly, 1 km2 grid nodes). Commuting speed was allocated 345 

2.1 m/s [cf. 56, 138] and changed according to R29 (Section 3). Surface period ‘rest’ speed 346 

were allocated 0.416 m/s [cf. 101]. VP accuracy improved considerably both pre- and post- 347 

VPC when currents were integrated which points to the value of acquiring current data if 348 

possible, particularly if VPs are sparse. 349 

 350 

For all our case study animals, GPS units were set to record at 1 Hz. With this temporal 351 

resolution (which is not always possible anyway due to the high-power requirements of the 352 

GPS), the value of dead-reckoning would seem questionable. However, dead-reckoning can; 353 

(i) work when GPS cannot – such as when an animal is underwater [e.g., 15] or in thick forest 354 

[cf. 139] and it can (ii) by-pass the issues arising from GPS inaccuracies such as ‘jitter’ [cf. 91], 355 

allowing for more accurate and finer scale delineations of movement. This is illustrated in Fig. 356 

7, in which twelve outgoing (green) and incoming (blue) dead-reckoned trajectories from 357 

Magellanic penguins walking to and from their nest are plotted. Incoming tracks were reverse-358 
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dead-reckoned (Outgoing = FALSE, bound = FALSE), because the GPS did not always register 359 

fixes for minutes after birds left the water and because nest coordinates were known [Fig. 7, 360 

insert]. This explains why the blue tracks extend into the sea rather than encroach further 361 

inland when speed was over-estimated. What is evident is that even ‘accurate’ GPS paths are 362 

coarsely resolved due to precision errors. Indeed, even with little or no GPS error, this can 363 

greatly compromise movement estimates [cf. 129]. Conversely, the precision of the dead-364 

reckoned tracks is only limited by the amount of initial motion sensor data under-sampling 365 

(usually required in some capacity to make datasets more manageable and less 366 

computationally expensive). Such fine-scale estimates can therefore (with suitable VPC) allow 367 

users to define movement in space with unprecedented resolution. The benefit of this is that 368 

such resolution can resolve Important metrics of movement, such as step duration [cf. 140] 369 

and the number and extent of turns made [cf. 141]; useful parameters for investigating 370 

navigation and foraging strategies according to environmental circumstance - though, such 371 

parameters are also useful without superimposing on the environment. Moreover, even 372 

dead-reckoned tracks that are sparsely corrected or never corrected can detail important 373 

movement-specific behaviours [9], for example, circling behaviour [cf. 61]. 374 

 375 

Ultimately, the higher the frequency at which dead-reckoning is undertaken, the better the 376 

resolution and detail of reconstructed tracks. However, accuracy only improves up to a point 377 

because extrapolated travel vectors (heading and speed estimates) nearly always comprise 378 

some degree of error (no matter how small) and so, with very high frequencies (> 1 Hz), more 379 

error is accumulated per unit time [cf. 13, 41]. In particular, when the temporal resolution of 380 

dead-reckoning results in a spatial resolution dominated more by sensor noise than by ‘actual’ 381 

movement of the animal in question, dead-reckoning accuracy will begin to decrease (at least 382 
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pre-VPC). The extent of this will depend on the size, speed and lifestyle of the animal in 383 

question. For example, the benefits of dead-reckoning a lion at 40 Hz rather than 1 Hz are 384 

questionable (how often does a lion turn substantially within a second?), particularly given 385 

the additional computation time and possible error (relative to VPs). As such, and akin with 386 

VP under-sampling, choice of motion sensor data under-sampling is relevant to dead-387 

reckoning accuracy, and this will be moderated according to the scales (and media) of 388 

movement elicited by the animal in question. Beyond this, Fig. 7 also demonstrates the 389 

importance of initial track advancement, with three variants used, including step counts 390 

instead of DBA.  391 

 392 

Finally, obtaining accurate estimates of altitude or depth allow users to plot and investigate 393 

scales of continuous movement in three dimensions and at times when VP success rate fails 394 

completely (such as underwater). We demonstrate this using the Imperial cormorant in Fig. 395 

8. After visual inspection of data, uncorrected tracks were scaled according to the following 396 

speeds: periods of flying allocated 12 m/s, surface ‘rest’ periods allocated 0.1 m/s, bottom 397 

phase of dives allocated 0.4 m/s and descent and ascent speeds modulated according to E14 398 

(Section 3). Note that elevation was not resolved during flying periods (although flying periods 399 

were dead-reckoned). Regardless of the current limitations, the VPC dead-reckoning 400 

procedure represents a substantial advance for resolving, and thereby allowing investigation 401 

of, continuous, fine-scale, free-ranging 2- or 3-D space use with all its underlying scales of 402 

tortuosity and distances moved (e.g., Fig. 7 & 8). 403 

 404 

 405 

 406 
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3. VPC dead-reckoning procedure in R 407 

We provide complementary scripts and further expand on key concepts in the supplementary 408 

information, referred to in the text as ‘SIx’, and refer to mathematical equations as ‘Ex’ and R 409 

syntax as ‘Rx’, where ‘x’ is the reference number. To simplify concepts, we use base R syntax 410 

(wherever possible) and typically use vectors to demonstrate points made, though ‘df$’ 411 

directly before the variable name indexes data retained within data frame columns (assuming 412 

data frame is called ‘df’). We note, however, that more efficient code implementations are 413 

possible (e.g., data.table [142] and lapply()) than presented here, especially for large data, 414 

but wanted to make the code as readable as possible in this manuscript, especially to persons 415 

not familiar with complex coding.  More efficient code will be implemented through updated 416 

GitHub versions of the functions. See SI1 for our model species’ device set up and capture 417 

protocol.  418 

      The order and content of SIs are listed below: 419 

SI1 – Methods expanded (.doc) 420 

 Device set up and capture protocol  421 

SI2– Ensuring the correct coordinate system axis alignment (.doc) 422 

 Orthogonal set up with respect to the North-East-Down (NED) local 423 

frame  424 

 Transforming between coordinate frames  425 

 Configuration calibration to aid axis alignment 426 

SI3 - Magnetometer calibration and deriving yaw (.doc) 427 

 Calibration period required to correct the magnetic distortions 428 

 Soft and hard iron distortions 429 

 Gundog.Compass() (.R file) 430 

SI4- Step counts as a distance estimate (.doc) 431 

 Gundog.Peaks() (.R file) 432 

SI5- Time data in R (POSIXct) (.doc) 433 
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 Creating POSIXct timestamp object 434 

 Converting between time formats 435 

 Decimal seconds 436 

 Examples of manipulating time data 437 

SI6 - VPC dead-reckoning (.doc) 438 

 Gundog.Tracks() (.R file) 439 

      SI7 – Step by step guide of using Gundog.Tracks (.R file) (to use in conjunction with below) 440 

 Raw sensor and GPS data frame (.txt) of a penguin walking out to 441 

sea from its nest 442 

 443 

 444 
 445 

3.1 Preparing the three axes of rotation for derivation of heading 446 

The tilt-compensated compass method is a well-known practice for deriving heading [e.g., 18, 447 

19, 76]. Correct coordinate system axis alignment and suitable calibration of tri-axial 448 

magnetometry data [cf. 143] are crucial pre-processors, without which, heading estimates 449 

would likely incorporate substantial error [cf. 18, 143]. The tilt-compensated compass 450 

method described below (following the framework outlined by Pedley [18]), requires the 451 

aerospace (x-North, y-East, z-Down) coordinate system, or ‘NED’ (cf. SI2: Fig. 1). We provide 452 

examples of axis alignment, outline the importance of transforming between coordinate 453 

frames and recommend a universal configuration calibration procedure to aid correct axis 454 

alignment within SI2.  455 

Multiple mathematically sophisticated algorithms have been developed to correct distortions 456 

from each magnetometer channel’s output [e.g., 20, 143, 144, 145, 146]. We provide an 457 

annotated R script - Gundog.Compass (SI3) that corrects both soft and hard iron distortions 458 

from tri-axial magnetometry data and subsequently computes tilt-compensated heading (0o 459 

to 360o). Within this function, there are two main methods of correction to choose from, 460 

based on the mathematical protocols outlined by Vitali [147] - least-square error 461 
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approximation (constructing an ellipsoid rotation matrix) and Winer [148] - scale biases with 462 

simple orthogonal rescaling (avoiding matrices altogether). We expand on this user-defined 463 

functionality, as well as outlining the causes of soft and hard iron distortions and the initial 464 

calibration procedure required to correct such distortions, including within SI3. 465 

Tilt-compensated heading derivation 466 

For the correct computation of heading, two of the magnetometer channels need to align 467 

parallel to the earth’s surface. This is achieved by correcting any orientation (de-rotation) 468 

according to pitch and roll angles (postural offsets). These angles are typically approximated 469 

by deriving gravity-based (static) acceleration [see 67, 149] from each channel by employing 470 

one of four approaches using; (i) a running mean [e.g., 67, 81], (ii) a Fast-Fourier 471 

transformation [e.g., 150], (iii) a high-pass filter [e.g., 151] or (iv) a Kalman-filter [e.g., 152]. 472 

Here, we use a computationally simple running mean over 2 seconds [67] (E1). 473 

 474 𝐺𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 = 1𝑤  ∑ 𝐴𝑥,𝑦,𝑧𝑖+ 𝑤2𝑗=𝑖− 𝑤2                                               (E1) 475 

Where, w is an integer specifying the window size and 𝐺𝑥,𝑦,𝑧  and 𝐴𝑥,𝑦,𝑧  represents the 476 

smoothed and raw components of acceleration, respectively. In the absence of linear 477 

(dynamic) acceleration [see 149, 153], values of 𝐺𝑥,𝑦,𝑧  reflect the device orientation with 478 

respect to the earth’s reference frame (though see Table. 1). 479 

In R, the ‘zoo’ package [119] provides useful wrappers to apply arithmetic operations in a 480 

rolling fashion (R1:4). 481 

 482 

 483 
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install.packages("zoo") ; library(zoo)                                 (R1)484 
                                                                          485 
                  486 

Gx = rollapply(Ax, width=w, FUN=mean, align="center", fill="extend")   (R2) 487 

Gy = rollapply(Ay, width=w, FUN=mean, align="center", fill="extend")   (R3) 488 

Gz = rollapply(Az, width=w, FUN=mean, align="center", fill="extend")   (R4) 489 

 490 

Here, w should be replaced with the window width of choice (e.g., for 20 Hz data and a 491 

smoothing of 2 seconds required, replace w with 40). We use a centre-aligned index 492 

(compared to the rolling window of observations), with "extend" to indicate repetition of the 493 

leftmost or rightmost non-NA value (though fill can equally be set as NA, 0, etc.). 494 

Importantly, for correct trigonometric formulae output within the tilt-compensated compass 495 

method, the vectorial sum of static acceleration (𝐺𝑥,𝑦,𝑧) and calibrated magnetometry (𝑀𝑥,𝑦,𝑧) 496 

measurements across all three spatial-dimensions must be normalised with a scaled 497 

magnitude (radius) of one (E2:3, R5:10). Prior to this normalisation process, it may be of value 498 

to initially smooth out small deviations within magnetometry data (e.g., due to anomalous 499 

spikes in magnetic inference) (see E1, R1:R4). We used a smoothing window of 10 events for 500 

the 40 Hz datasets used in this study. 501 

 502 

[𝑁𝐺𝑥𝑁𝐺𝑦𝑁𝐺𝑧 ] =  1√ 𝐺𝑥 •  𝐺𝑥  • 𝐺𝑦 •  𝐺𝑦 • 𝐺𝑧 •  𝐺𝑧 • [𝐺𝑥𝐺𝑦𝐺𝑧 ] (E2)[𝑁𝑀𝑥𝑁𝑀𝑦𝑁𝑀𝑧 ] =  1√ 𝑀𝑥 •  𝑀𝑥  • 𝑀𝑦 •  𝑀𝑦 • 𝑀𝑧 •  𝑀𝑧 • [𝑀𝑥𝑀𝑦𝑀𝑧 ] (E3)   503 

NGx = Gx / sqrt(Gx^2 + Gy^2 + Gz^2)                                    (R5) 504 

NGy = Gy / sqrt(Gx^2 + Gy^2 + Gz^2)                                    (R6) 505 

NGz = Gz / sqrt(Gx^2 + Gy^2 + Gz^2)                                    (R7)506 
    507 

NMx = Mx / sqrt(Mx^2 + My^2 + Mz^2)                                 (R8) 508 

NMy = My / sqrt(Mx^2 + My^2 + Mz^2)                                 (R9) 509 

NMz = Mz / sqrt(Mx^2 + My^2 + Mz^2)                                    (R10) 510 

 511 
  512 
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Pitch (θ) and roll (Φ) are calculated using rotation matrices and because there are multiple 513 

variations in the order that these can be composed and applied, there are also variant (valid) 514 

equations that output different pitch and roll angle estimates, for equivalent static 515 

acceleration input. The convention is to use formulae that restrict either the pitch or the roll 516 

angles within the range -90° to +90° (but not both), with the other axis of rotation able to lie 517 

between -180o and 180o (see E4:5). The aerospace sequence typically allows roll angles to have 518 

the greater freedom and this is relevant for studies using collar-mounted tags, whereby collar 519 

may roll > 90o in either direction from default orientation.  520 

𝜃 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (−𝑁𝐺𝑥, √(𝑁𝐺𝑦   •  𝑁𝐺𝑦  +  𝑁𝐺𝑧  •  𝑁𝐺𝑧) ) •  180𝜋                                                                     (E4) 521 

 522 𝛷 =  𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2(𝑁𝐺𝑦,  𝑁𝐺𝑧)  •  180𝜋                                                                                                                 (E5) 523 

 524 

The equation for roll (E5) however, has a region of instability at obtuse pitch angles (e.g., for 525 

NED systems, the x-axis points directly up or down, with respect to the Earth’s frame of 526 

reference). Whilst there is no ‘gold standard’ solution to this problem of singularity (using 527 

Euler angles), an attractive circumvention (detailed within [153]) is to modify (E5) and add a 528 

very small percentage (𝜇) of the 𝐺𝑁𝑥 reading into the denominator, preventing it ever being 529 

zero and thus driving roll angles to zero when pitch approaches -/+ 90o for stability (E6).  530 

𝛷 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2(𝑁𝐺𝑦, 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑁𝐺𝑧)  • √(𝑁𝐺𝑧   •  𝑁𝐺𝑧  +  𝜇 •  𝑁𝐺𝑥  •  𝑁𝐺𝑥) ) •  180𝜋                        (E6)                                       531 

Where, 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑁𝐺𝑧) is allocated the value +1 when 𝑁𝐺𝑧 is non-negative and -1, when 𝑁𝐺𝑧 is 532 

negative (recovers directionality of 𝑁𝐺𝑧, subsequent to the square-root).  533 
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Taken together then, in R, pitch and roll are computed according to, (R11:13) with outputs 534 

within the range of -90o to +90o for pitch and -180o to +180o for roll, and this is the formula 535 

we use in the tilt compensated method outlined below (and within SI3). 536 

 537 

mu = 0.01 ; sign = ifelse(NGz >= 0, 1, -1)                             (R11) 538 

Pitch = atan2(-NGx, sqrt(NGy^2 + NGz^2)) * 180/pi                      (R12) 539 

Roll = atan2(NGy, sign * sqrt(NGz^2 + mu * NGx^2)) * 180/pi            (R13)540 
   541 
 542 

Here, prior to the derivation of pitch and roll, μ is allocated the value 0.01 (R11) and a vector 543 

termed ‘sign’ is created, containing 1’s and -1’s according to the direction of measured g from 544  𝑁𝐺𝑧 (R12). Note, standard trigonometric functions operate in radians, not degrees. In base R, 545 

π = pi. Multiplying values by pi/180 coverts degrees into radians, whilst multiplying values by 546 

180/pi does the reverse. 547 

 548 

A device is de-rotated by multiplying by the inverse roll and then the inverse pitch rotation 549 

matrices, which when expanded out gives (E7). 550 

[𝑁𝑀𝑓𝑥𝑁𝑀𝑓𝑦𝑁𝑀𝑓𝑧 ] = [ 𝑁𝑀𝑥  •  cos(𝜃) + 𝑁𝑀𝑦 •  sin(𝜃)  •  sin(𝛷) + 𝑁𝑀𝑧 •  sin(𝜃) •  cos (𝛷)𝑁𝑀𝑦 •  cos(𝛷) −  𝑁𝑀𝑧  •  sin(𝛷)−𝑁𝑀𝑥 •  sin(𝜃) + 𝑁𝑀𝑦  • cos(𝜃)  •  sin(𝛷) + 𝑁𝑀𝑧  •  cos(𝜃)  •  cos (𝛷)]   (E7)                                   551 

Here, 𝑁𝑀𝑓𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 are the calibrated, normalised magnetometry data after tilt-correction. 552 

Finally, yaw (ψ) (heading) can be computed from the 𝑁𝑀𝑓𝑥 and 𝑁𝑀𝑓𝑦 (E8) via;  553 

𝜓 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2(−𝑁𝑀𝑓𝑥,  𝑁𝑀𝑓𝑥)  •  180𝜋                                                                                                          (E8)                             554 

We outline the R code for this procedure below (R14:22). 555 

RollSinAngle = sin(Roll * pi/180)                                                                                        (R14) 556 

RollCosAngle = cos(Roll * pi/180)                                      (R15) 557 

PitchSinAngle = sin(Pitch * pi/180)                                    (R16) 558 
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PitchCosAngle = cos(Pitch * pi/180)                                    (R17) 559 

NMfx = NMx * PitchCosAngle + NMy * PitchSinAngle * RollSinAngle +      (R18)560 
NMz * PitchSinAngle * RollCosAngle 561 

NMfy = NMy * RollCosAngle - NMz * RollSinAngle                         (R19) 562 

NMfz = -NMx * PitchSinAngle + NMy * PitchCosAngle * RollSinAngle +     (R20)563 
NMz * PitchCosAngle * RollCosAngle  564 

Yaw = atan2(-NMfy, NMfx) * 180/pi                                      (R21) 565 

Yaw = ifelse(Yaw < 0, Yaw + 360, Yaw)                                  (R22)566 
    567 
 568 

Note, yaw output from (R21) uses the scale -180o to + 180o. (R22) converts to the scale 0o to 569 

360o (specifically, 0o to 359̇o). This is also achieved by using a modulus (mod) operator (E9, 570 

R23), which in base R takes the form %%. 571 

𝜓 =  𝑚𝑜𝑑(360 +  𝜓, 360)                                                                                                               (E9)                              572 

 573 

Yaw = (360 + Yaw) %% 360                                               (R23)                                574 

 575 

Magnetic declination is defined as the angle on the horizontal plane between magnetic north 576 

and true north [154]. Prior to dead-reckoning, magnetic declination should be summed to 577 

heading values to convert from magnetic to true North [155]. There are many online sources 578 

to calculate the magnetic declination of an area [e.g., 156]. Notably, logical corrections may 579 

need to be performed to ensure data does not exceed either circular direction after applying 580 

magnetic declination (R24).  581 

h = ifelse(h < 0, h + 360, h) ; h = ifelse(h > 360, h - 360, h)        (R24)                                582 

where h refers to the vector containing the heading data. 583 

 584 

 585 

 586 
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3.2 Preparing speed estimates 587 

The vectorial dynamic body acceleration (VeDBA) (E10) [cf. 62, 157] was our choice of DBA-588 

based speed proxy for terrestrial dead-reckoning purposes. This is given by; 589 

𝑣 = √(𝐷𝑥2 + 𝐷𝑦2 +  𝐷𝑧2)                                                                      (E10) 590 

Where 𝑣 represents VeDBA, 𝐷𝑥, 𝐷𝑦 & 𝐷𝑧  are the dynamic acceleration values from each axis, 591 

themselves obtained by subtracting each axis’ static component of acceleration (cf. E1, R1:4) 592 

from their raw equivalent (R25). 593 

v = sqrt((Ax - Gx)^2 + (Ay - Gy)^2 + (Az - Gz)^2)                     (R25)                                                                                                                              594 

Where, Ax, Ay, Az and Gx, Gy, Gz are the raw and static (smoothed) values of each channel’s 595 

recorded acceleration. 596 

We recommend implementing a running mean (cf. E1, R1:4) to raw VeDBA values to ensure 597 

that both acceleration and deceleration components of a stride cycle are incorporated 598 

together per unit time and to reduce the magnitude of small temporal spikes, (likely not 599 

attributable to the scale of movement elicited [cf. 91]. Choice of smoothing window size is 600 

dependent on the scale of movement being investigated, though as a basic rule, we suggest 601 

1 to 2 seconds. For similar reasons, it is also worth post-smoothing raw pitch, roll and heading 602 

outputs, although heading requires a circular mean (E11:12) [cf. 158]. 603 

�̅�𝑝 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (1𝑛  ∑ sin (ℎ𝑗𝑛𝑗=𝑖 •  𝜋180 ) , 1𝑛  ∑ cos (ℎ𝑗𝑛𝑗=𝑖 •  𝜋180 ))                                                 (E11)                             604 h̅ =  𝑚𝑜𝑑 (360 + (�̅�𝑝  •  180𝜋  ) , 360) ,                                                                                           (E12) 605 

 606 

where ℎ𝑗 and h̅ are the unsmoothed and smoothed heading values, �̅�𝑝the arithmetic mean 607 

after converting degrees to cartesian coordinates and 𝑚𝑜𝑑 refers to the modulo operator.  608 
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In R, the above formula can be made into a function (R26), to be applied within the ‘rollapply’ 609 

wrapper (replacing ‘FUN = mean’ with ‘FUN = Circ.Avg’) (cf. R1:4). 610 

  Circ.Avg = function(x){                                               (R26)                                611 
 H.East = mean(sin(x * pi / 180))                                       612 
 H.North = mean(cos(x * pi / 180))                                        613 
 MH = (atan2(H.East, H.North)) * 180/pi                                      614 
 MH = (360 + MH) %% 360 615 
 return(MH)                                 616 
 }                                                617 

 618 

 619 

Speed (𝑠) can be estimated from VeDBA (𝑣) via (E13). 620 

𝑠 = (𝑣 • 𝑚) + 𝑐                                                                                                                                (E13) 621 

Where 𝑚 is the coefficient of proportionality and 𝑐 is a constant [7, 64]. Here, a user can 622 

define various bouts of movement from motion sensor data (e.g., via various machine 623 

learning approaches (for review see Farrahi et al. [159]) or the Boolean-based LoCoD method 624 

[95]) and/or substrate condition (e.g., via GPS), to be cross-referenced when allocating 625 

variants of the speed coefficients. As a simple example, in R, should walking (coded for as 1) 626 

and running (coded for as 2) be teased apart from all other (non-moving) data (coded for as 627 

0) within a Marked Events vector (ME), then ME can be used to allocate various 𝑚 (and if 628 

applicable, 𝑐) values using simple ‘ifelse’ statements (R27:28). 629 

m = ifelse(ME == 1, 1.5, ifelse(ME == 2, 3.5, 0))                     (R27)                   630 

c = ifelse(ME > 0, 0.1, 0)                                                                                                  (R28) 631 

 632 

 633 

Here, walking is given an arbitrary coefficient of 1.5 and running, 3.5 with a value of 0.1 for 634 

their constants. All other ME values are given a 0 coefficient and 0 constant, which results in 635 

no speed at such times, regardless of DBA magnitude.  636 

 637 

 638 
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By-passing DBA as a speed proxy 639 

Dividing the number of steps detected within a given rolling window length (cf. R1:4), by the 640 

window length (s) gives an estimated step count per second. This can be converted to speed 641 

by multiplying by a distance per step estimate (assuming constant distance travelled between 642 

step gaits). We review this further in SI4, including a simple peak finder function – 643 

Gundog.Peaks that locates peaks based on local signal maxima, using a given rolling window, 644 

with each candidate peak filtered according to whether it surpassed a threshold height (in 645 

conjunction with other potential user-defined thresholds). Note, this method can equally be 646 

applied to non-terrestrial species, using flipper/tail beats instead, where appropriate.  647 

For diving animals, a proxy for horizontal speed can be obtained based on animal pitch and 648 

rate change in depth [44, 109]. Specifically, rate change of depth (Δd) (units in m/s) is divided 649 

by the tangent of pitch (θ) (converted from degrees to radians) (E14).  650 

𝑠 =  Δdtan(θ • 𝜋180 )                                                                                                                                      (E14) 651 

Here, resultant speed values need to be made absolute (positive). This calculation is only valid 652 

when the direction of movement is the same as the direction of the animal’s longitudinal axis 653 

(equal pitch assumption) [cf. 44] and thus should only be calculated at times when the animal 654 

is travelling ‘ballistically’ (at considerable vertical speed). An upper limit should be imposed 655 

on speed values derived in this way because values can become highly inflated when the pitch 656 

angle is particularly acute. 657 

s = ifelse(abs(p) >= 10, abs(RCD / tan(p * pi/180)), s)                       (R29) 658 
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In the above example (R29), nominal speed values are overwritten with the trigonometric 659 

formula output (E14) at times of ‘appreciable’ pitch (10o) [cf. 160], where RCD is the rate 660 

change of depth and p is the pitch (in radians). 661 

 662 

3.3 Converting speed to a distance coefficient 663 

Speed (s) estimates are multiplied by the time difference between the values (𝑇𝐷) to give a 664 

distance estimate (units in metres) which, in turn, standardises coefficient comparisons 665 

across datasets sampled at different rates. These distance values are then divided by the 666 

approximate radius of the earth (R = 6378137 m) to give a radial distance coefficient (𝑞) [see 667 

161] (E15). 668 

𝑞 = 𝑠 •  𝑇𝐷𝑅                                                                                                                                                   (E15) 669 

Assuming that high resolution depth data is not available, but ‘absolute’ speed estimates have 670 

been obtained, then an alternative to E14, (in accordance with the equal pitch assumption) is 671 

to derive horizontal distance estimates by multiplying the absolute distance by the cosine of 672 

the pitch (θ) (converted from degrees to radians), which can equally be performed on the 673 

radial distance (E16). 674 

𝑞 = 𝑞 •  cos (θ •  𝜋180)                                                                                                                     (E16) 675 

In R, to determine accurate lengths of time between values, it is best to save date and time 676 

variables together as POSIX class [162]. Creating timestamp (TS) objects with POSIXct class 677 

enables greater control and manipulation of time data. This makes computing the rolling time 678 

difference (𝑇𝐷) (units in seconds) between data points simple (R30) 679 
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TD = c(0, difftime(TS, lag(TS), units = "secs")[-1])                                           (R30) 680 

We detail how to create timestamp objects of POSIXct class within SI5, including formatting 681 

with decimal seconds (important for infra-second datasets) and various codes useful for 682 

manipulating data to be dead-reckoned based on time.  683 

In R then, following the computation of 𝑇𝐷, 𝑞 is obtained via (R31:32). 684 

s = (v * m) + c                                                       (R31)                   685 

q = (s * TD) / 6378137                                                (R32) 686 

 687 

Note, if a negative c intercept is used (e.g., to allow for some body movement without 688 

translation), then any negative speed values would need to be equated to zero as an 689 

additional step.  690 

As previously mentioned, the ME vector (progressive movement coded by integer values 691 

greater than zero (e.g., 1) and stationary behaviour coded by zero) can be used to ensure q 692 

(essentially the distance moved) is zero when ME reads zero, ensuring dead-reckoned tracks 693 

are not advanced at such times, regardless of the computed speed (R33).     694 

q = ifelse(ME == 0, 0, q)                                             (R33)           695 

 696 

 697 

3.4 Derivation of co-ordinates 698 

Once 𝑞 and ℎ are obtained, coordinates are advanced using (E17:18); 699 

𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖 = asin(sin 𝐿𝑎𝑡0 • cos 𝑞 + cos 𝐿𝑎𝑡0 • sin 𝑞 • cos ℎ)                                                             (E17) 700 𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑖 = 𝐿𝑜𝑛0 + atan2((sin ℎ •  sin 𝑞 • cos 𝐿𝑎𝑡0), (cos 𝑞 −  sin 𝐿𝑎𝑡0 •  sin 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖))                (E18)  701 

 702 
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Where 𝐿𝑎𝑡0 ,  𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖  and 𝐿𝑜𝑛0 ,  𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑖  are the previous and present latitude and longitude 703 

coordinates, respectively, ℎ is the (present) heading in radians and 𝑞 is the (present) distance 704 

coefficient. 705 

In R, the above can be performed iteratively within a for-loop (iteration of code repeated per 706 

consecutive 𝑖𝑡ℎ element of data) (R37). Initializing the output latitude (DR.lat) and longitude 707 

(DR.lon) variables to the required length (e.g., as governed by the vector length of other input 708 

data (heading, speed, etc.) speeds up processing time (R34). Within the trigonometric dead-709 

reckoning formulae, the starting latitude (la) and longitude (lo) coordinates and heading (ℎ) 710 

values must be supplied in radians (R35). The la and lo values are saved as the first elements 711 

of the DR.lat and DR.lon vectors to be advanced, respectively (R36).  712 

 713 

DR.lat = rep(NA, length(h))  ;  DR.lon = rep(NA, length(h))                            (R34) 714 

la = la * pi/180 ; lo = lo * pi/180 ; h = h * pi/180                  (R35) 715 

DR.lat[1] = la DR.lon[1] = lo                                         (R36) 716 

for(i in 2:length(DR.lat)) {                                                                                              (R37) 717 

DR.lat[i] = asin(sin(DR.lat[i-1]) * cos(q[i]) + cos(DR.lat[i-1]) * 718 

sin(q[i]) * cos(h[i]))                                                  719 

DR.lon[i] = DR.lon[i-1] + atan2(sin(h[i]) * sin(q[i]) * 720 

cos(DR.lat[i-1]), cos(q[i]) - sin(DR.lat[i-1]) * sin(DR.lat[i]))  721 

}     722 

 723 

Reverse dead-reckoning 724 

 725 

For this, firstly, the time difference is computed as usual (R38) and the dimensions of each 726 

vector required in the dead-reckoning calculation are reversed. We bind all relevant vectors 727 

into a data frame (df) (R39), subsequent to reversing data frame dimensions (R40); the last row 728 

becomes the first row, second to last row becomes the second etc. Note, this can equally be 729 

achieved by using the rev() function within base R, on each individual vector. These reversed 730 

columns are now restored as vectors (R41) and shifted forward by one element (R42) (required 731 
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for correct alignment in time so that dead-reckoning works in exactly the opposite manner to 732 

‘forward’ dead-reckoning).                                                                                                                                                    733 

TD = c(0, difftime(TS, lag(TS), units = "secs")[-1])                   (R38)                                734 

df = data.frame(TD, h, v, m, c, ME)                                    (R39)              735 

df = df[dim(df)[1]:1, ]                                                (R40)              736 

TD = df[, 'TD'] ; h = df[, 'h']  ; v = df[, 'v'] ;                     (R41)              737 
m = df[, 'm'] ; c = df[, 'c'] ; ME = df[, 'ME']                           738 

TD = c(NA, TD[-length(TD)]) ; h = c(NA, h[-length(h)]) ;               (R42)              739 
v = c(NA, v[-length(v)]) ; m = c(NA, m[- length(m)]) ; 740 
c = c(NA, c[-length(c)]) ; ME = c(NA, ME[-length(ME)])                                       741 

 742 

The next step is to rotate heading 180o and correct for its circular nature (R43). 743 

h = h - 180 ; h = ifelse(h < 0, h + 360, h)                             (R43) 744 

Lastly, 𝑞 is determined and DR.lon and DR.lat are advanced based on the dead-reckoning 745 

formula (cf. R34:37), except in this instance, the first element of DR.lon and DR.lat needs to be 746 

supplied by the ‘known’ last lo and la coordinates.  747 

 748 

Integrating current vectors 749 

 750 

In R, current vectors can be added according to (R44:48). Current strength (cs) is in m/s (ensure 751 

values are absolute) and current heading (ch) uses the scale 0o to 360o. Note the use of ‘yy’ 752 

and ‘xx’ vectors, storing the previous DR.lat and DR.lon coordinates prior to implementing the 753 

next ‘current drift’ vector per iteration. The current strength is also standardised according to 754 

the time period length and Earth’s radius (analogous to the derivation of 𝑞). When reverse 755 

dead-reckoning, it is important to ensure that cs and ch are included in the steps outlined 756 

above (R38:43).  757 

 758 

DR.lat = rep(NA, length(h))  ;  DR.lon = rep(NA, length(h))               (R44) 759 

xx <- rep(NA, length(cs)) ; yy <- rep(NA, length(cs))                 (R45) 760 

la = la * pi/180 ; lo = lo * pi/180 ;                                 (R46)                   761 
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h = h * pi/180 ; ch = ch * pi/180                                    762 

DR.lat[1] = la DR.lon[1] = lo                                         (R47)                   763 

for(i in 2:length(DR.lat)) {                                          (R48)                   764 

 765 
DR.lat[i] = asin(sin(DR.lat[i-1]) * cos(q[i]) + cos(DR.lat[i-1]) *                766 

sin(q[i]) * cos(h[i]))                                                            767 

yy[i] = DR.lat[i]                                                   768 

DR.lon[i] = DR.lon[i-1] + atan2(sin(h[i]) * sin(q[i]) *            769 

cos(DR.lat[i-1]), cos(q[i]) - sin(DR.lat[i-1]) * sin(DR.lat[i]))      770 

xx[i] = DR.lon[i]                                                   771 

DR.lat[i] = asin(sin(yy[i]) * cos((cs[i] * TD[i]) / 6378137) +     772 

cos(yy[i]) * sin((cs[i] * TD[i]) / 6378137) * cos(ch[i]))             773 

DR.lon[i] = xx[i] + atan2(sin(ch[i]) * sin((cs[i] * TD[i]) /       774 

6378137) * cos(yy[i]), cos((cs[i] * TD[i]) / 6378137) - sin(yy[i]) * 775 

sin(DR.lat[i])) 776 

}                                                      777 

 778 

3.4 VPC procedure 779 

Specifically, this method entails calculating the difference of Haversine distance (net error) 780 

and bearing (from true North) between consecutive VPs and the corresponding time-matched 781 

dead-reckoned track positions. The trigonometric Haversine formulae (E19:20) are used to 782 

calculate the great-circle distance (𝑑) and great circular bearing (b) between consecutive VPs 783 

and consecutive (time-matched) dead-reckoned positions (note we use the term ‘bearing’ to 784 

differentiate between heading estimates from motion data – though they are essentially the 785 

same). 786 

 𝑑 = 2 • 𝑅 • 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (√𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖−𝐿𝑎𝑡02 ) + cos(𝐿𝑎𝑡0) • cos(𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖) • 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑖−𝐿𝑜𝑛02  ))       (E19)              787 

Where, R is the Earth’s radius and 𝑑, the output in metres.  788 

b = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 ( 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛥𝐿𝑜𝑛) •  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖),𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝐿𝑎𝑡0)  •  𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛥𝐿𝑎𝑡)  •  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖)  •  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛥𝐿𝑜𝑛))  •  180𝜋                                       (E20)        789 
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where, 𝛥𝐿𝑜𝑛 represents  𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑖  - 𝐿𝑜𝑛0 ,  𝛥𝐿𝑎𝑡  represents 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖  - 𝐿𝑎𝑡0  and b output is in the 790 

scale -180 o to +180o. To convert b to the conventional 0o to 360o scale, 360 should be added 791 

to values < 0. 792 

For each VP, the distance is divided by the dead-reckoned distance providing a distance 793 

correction factor (ratio) (E21). The heading correction factor is computed by subtracting the 794 

dead-reckoned bearing from the VP bearing (E22). To ensure that difference does not exceed 795 

180o in either circular direction, 360 should be added to values < -180 and 360 subtracted 796 

from values > 180. A simple example of why this is relevant can be illustrated by subtracting 797 

a dead-reckoned bearing value of 359o from a VP bearing value of 1o – post correction, the 798 

difference is +2o. 799 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟.𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =  𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑉𝑃𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝐷𝑅                                                                                                   (E21)        800 

𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟.𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =  𝐵𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑉𝑃 −  𝐵𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐷𝑅                                                                           (E22)                       801 

All intermediate 𝑞 values are multiplied by the distance correction factor and the heading 802 

correction factor is added to all intermediate ℎ values (ensuring that ℎ values are in degrees). 803 

To ensure circular range is maintained between 0o and 360o, 360 should be subtracted from 804 

values > 360 and added to values < 0.  805 

Specifically, we follow the protocol illustrated within Figure 9 for intermediate values. Note 806 

the formulae to calculate both distance (𝑑) (E19) and bearing (b) (E20) between two points, are 807 

also used to recalculate both the heading (ℎ ) and radial distance (𝑞 ) between current-808 

integrated dead-reckoned fixes (pre-VPC) (cf. R48).  809 

In R, the formulae to calculate the great-circle distance and great circular bearing are saved 810 

within the disty (R49) and beary (R50) functions, respectively, where lon1, lat1, long2 and lat2 811 
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represent longitude and latitude positions (decimal format) at 𝑡𝑖  and 𝑡𝑖+1 , (𝑡 representing 812 

time).  813 

 814 

disty = function(long1, lat1, long2, lat2) {                          (R49) 815 
 816 

      long1 = long1 * pi/180 ; long2 = long2 * pi/180 ; lat1 = lat1 *     817 
pi/180 ;  lat2 = lat2 * pi/180    818 

      a = sin((lat2 - lat1) / 2) * sin((lat2 - lat1) / 2) + cos(lat1) *   819 
cos(lat2) * sin((long2 - long1) / 2) * sin((long2 - long1) / 2) 820 
c = 2 * atan2(sqrt(a), sqrt(1 - a)) 821 
d = 6378137 * c 822 
return(d)  823 

} 824 
 825 

beary = function(long1, lat1, long2, lat2) {                          (R50) 826 

 827 
long1 = long1 * pi/180 ; long2 = long2 * pi/180 ; lat1 = lat1 * pi/1828 
80 ;  lat2 = lat2 * pi/180  829 
a = sin(long2 - long1)*cos(lat2) 830 
b = cos(lat1) * sin(lat2) - sin(lat1) * cos(lat2) * cos(long2 - long831 
1) 832 
c = ((atan2(a, b) / pi)*180)   833 
return(c) 834 

 } 835 
 836 

 837 

Below, we outline an example of VPC in R and assume VP coordinates (decimal format) are 838 

aligned in the same length vectors/columns as motion sensor-derived data, e.g., heading, 839 

DBA/speed etc, with the corresponding indexed (element-/row-wise) time. Typically, motion 840 

sensor data is recorded at much higher frequency so that there are many dead-reckoned fixes 841 

between sequential VPs. As such, in the example below, we assume NA’s are expressed in the 842 

VP longitude and latitude fields at times of missing locational data. This approach of 843 

synchronising VP- with motion sensor data also applies when integrating current data; 844 

assuming ch and cs are element/row-wise matched to the relevant VP grid node. 845 

 846 
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Firstly, an indexing row number (Row.number) vector, the length of the data used in the dead-847 

reckoning operation (e.g., ℎ) is created (R51), which is relevant for merging full-sized and 848 

under-sampled data frames together (seen later). Together, the row number, (un-corrected) 849 

dead-reckoned longitude and latitude coordinates, VP longitude and latitude coordinates, 850 

heading and the radial distance vectors are inputted column-wise into a ‘main’ data frame, 851 

termed ‘df’ (R52) (user-assigned column names of each vector are within quotation marks). 852 

This data frame is then filtered removing rows with missing VP data and stored as df.sub (R53). 853 

This under-sampled data frame thus, row-wise, contains the time-matched dead-reckoned 854 

and ground-truthed positions. The VPC process is analogous for reverse dead-reckoned tracks 855 

– although VP.lon and VP.lat must also be reversed (Row.number remains in ascending order 856 

(not reversed)). The first element of VP.lon and VP.lat must be the lo and la, respectively (or 857 

for reverse dead-reckoning, the last element prior to reversing these vectors). 858 

 859 

Row.number = rep(1:length(h))                                         (R51) 860 

df = data.frame(Row.number, 'DR.longitude' = DR.lon,                  (R52) 861 
  'DR.latitude' = DR.lat, 'VP.longitude' = VP.lon,                        862 
  'VP.latitude' = VP.lat, h, q) 863 

df.sub = df[!with(df, is.na(VP.longitude) | is.na(VP.latitude)) ,]    (R53) 864 
 865 

 866 

Both sets of dead-reckoned and VP coordinates are shifted backwards one row within new 867 

columns termed; DR.loni, DR.lati, VP.loni, VP.lati (R54). Row-wise, these columns represent 868 

the consecutive fix at 𝑡𝑖+1 with their originals being 𝑡𝑖. This provides the correct format for 869 

the inputs required within the disty (cf. R49) and beary (cf. R50) functions. The distances 870 

between consecutive dead-reckoned estimates are stored within the column termed 871 

DR.distance (R55) and the corresponding distances between VPs are stored within the column 872 

termed VP.distance (R56). The VP.distance is divided by the DR.distance to provide the 873 
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distance correction factor, termed Dist.corr.factor (R57). Importantly here, an ifelse statement 874 

is incorporated so that Dist.corr.factor defaults to zero at times when both VP.distance and 875 

DR.distance are zero (otherwise dividing zero by zero in R produces NaN’s).  876 

 877 

df.sub$DR.loni = c(df.sub[-1, 'DR.longitude'], NA)                            (R54)      878 
df.sub$DR.lati = c(df.sub[-1, 'DR.latitude'], NA)  879 
df.sub$VP.loni = c(df.sub[-1, 'VP.longitude'], NA)                         880 
df.sub$VP.lati = c(df.sub[-1, 'VP.latitude'], NA)  881 

df.sub$DR.distance= disty(df.sub$DR.longitude,                                (R55) 882 
df.sub$DR.latitude, df.sub$DR.loni, df.sub$DR.lati)  883 

df.sub$VP.distance= disty(df.sub$VP.longitude,                                (R56)              884 
df.sub$VP.latitude, df.sub$VP.loni, df.sub$VP.lati)  885 

df.sub$Dist.corr.factor = ifelse(df.sub$VP.distance == 0 &                     (R57) 886 
df.sub$DR.distance == 0, 0, df.sub$VP.distance / df.sub$DR.distance) 887 

 888 

Analogous to the distance correction, the bearings between consecutive dead-reckoned 889 

estimates are stored within the column termed DR.head (R58) and the corresponding bearings 890 

between VPs are stored within the column termed VP.head (R59). Logical corrections are 891 

performed to convert both to the 0o to 360o scale (R60), DR.head is subtracted from VP.head 892 

providing the heading correction factor, termed Head.corr.factor (R61) and further logical 893 

corrections are performed to ensure a minimum and maximum difference range between -894 

180o to +180o (R62).  895 

 896 

df.sub$DR.head = beary(df.sub$DR.longitude,                            (R58) 897 
df.sub$DR.latitude, df.sub$DR.loni, df.sub$DR.lati)   898 

df.sub$VP.head = beary(df.sub$VP.longitude,                            (R59) 899 
df.sub$VP.latitude, df.sub$VP.loni, df.sub$VP.lati) 900 

df.sub$DR.head = ifelse(df.sub$DR.head < 0,                            (R60)               901 
df.sub$DR.head + 360, df.sub$DR.head)  902 
df.sub$VP.head = ifelse(df.sub$VP.head < 0,                   903 
df.sub$VP.head + 360, df.sub$VP.head)  904 

df.sub$Head.corr.factor = df.sub$VP.head - df.sub$DR.head              (R61)   905 

df.sub$Head.corr.factor = ifelse(df.sub$Head.corr.factor < -180,       (R62)  906 
(df.sub$Head.corr.factor + 360), df.sub$Head.corr.factor) 907 
df.sub$Head.corr.factor = ifelse(df.sub$Head.corr.factor > 180, 908 
(df.sub$Head.corr.factor - 360), df.sub$Head.corr.factor) 909 
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Only the relevant columns; Row.number, Dist.corr.factor and Head.corr.factor are preserved 910 

(R63) and merged back into the main data frame (df) based on the matching row numbers 911 

(R64). Both Dist.corr.factor and Head.corr.factor express NA’s between VPs. These are 912 

replaced with the most recent non-NA (observations carried forwards) (R65). Dist.corr.factor 913 

and Head.corr.factor values are shifted forward by one row (R66) for correct alignment 914 

purposes with respect to ℎ and 𝑞 values to be adjusted (cf. Fig. 9) (R67:68). A logical correction 915 

is performed to ensure that a 0o to 360o circular scale is maintained after the heading 916 

correction (R69). Note, the na.locf() function is required from the ‘zoo’ package, to replace NA 917 

values with the last non-NA value. 918 

                                                                                                                                                           (R63) 919 
df.sub = df.sub[, c('Row.number', 'Dist.corr.factor', 'Head.corr.factor')]  920 

                                                                                                                                                           (R64) 921 
df = merge(df, df.sub, by = "Row.number", all = TRUE) 922 
 923 

df$Dist.corr.factor = na.locf(df$Dist.corr.factor)                    (R65) 924 
df$Head.corr.factor = na.locf(df$Head.corr.factor)  925 

df$Dist.corr.factor = c(NA, df$Dist.corr.factor[-nrow(df)])           (R66) 926 
   927 
df$Head.corr.factor = c(NA, df$Head.corr.factor[-nrow(df)]) 928 
 929 

q = (df$q * df$Dist.corr.factor)                                      (R67) 930 

h = (df$h + df$Head.corr.factor)                                      (R68) 931 

h = ifelse(h > 360, h - 360, h) ; h = ifelse(h < 0, h + 360, h)       (R69) 932 

 933 

These updated coefficients are substituted into the dead-reckoning formula (cf. R34:37) and 934 

this process is repeated iteratively (using the updated dead-reckoned coordinates, heading 935 

and radial distance each time) until dead-reckoning fixes accord ‘exactly’ (Gundog.Tracks uses 936 

a threshold of .01 m) with ground-truthed locations. An important pitfall of the correction 937 

process to consider is that dividing a value > 0 by 0 results in infinite (Inf) values in R. This can 938 

arise during the correction process when there is a given distance between consecutive VPs, 939 
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but no displacement between the according dead-reckoned positions. This can be a 940 

consequence of ground-truthing too frequently (typically relevant to high-res GPS studies), 941 

where positional noise is more apparent during rest periods [cf. 91] and/or wrongly assigned 942 

speed estimates/ME values. Gundog.Tracks automatically resamples VPC rate when 943 

necessary to avoid Inf values, essentially by ensuring that the dead reckoned track has 944 

advanced between consecutive VPs. Lastly, Gundog.Tracks outputs messages to the user’s 945 

console, detailing up to six stages of dead-reckoning progression, which includes reporting 946 

the maximum distance (units in metres) between dead-reckoned- and ground-truthed 947 

positions (used within the VPC procedure) at each iteration of correction and whether 948 

automatic VPC resampling due to Inf values occurred. 949 

 950 

4. Conclusion 951 

We have provided a comprehensive, fully integrated application of the dead-reckoning 952 

procedure within the framework of the programming language, R, from pre-processing raw 953 

tri-axial accelerometery and magnetometry data to VPC dead-reckoning. We have highlighted 954 

important considerations to increase the accuracy of the analytical procedure and to avoid 955 

misinterpretation of error. We have also supplied extensive supplementary information and 956 

supporting functions to aid the process of deriving fine-scale movement paths, including the 957 

protocols to correct magnetometry data and derive (tilt-compensated) heading. Importantly, 958 

we have demonstrated the value of Gundog.Tracks; a multi-functional and user-friendly tool 959 

to derive animal movement paths across all media of travel, with detailed input flexibility and 960 

output summaries. We suggest the next phase in advancing the utility of animal dead-961 

reckoning includes looking for ‘track signatures’ that may signify a particular behaviour or 962 

reference a particular ‘ground-truthed‘ location. Lastly to advance the utility of 963 
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Gundog.Tracks, we aim to optimise future iterations of the online code to speed up 964 

computation time on larger datasets (e.g., sub-second data collected over many months). 965 

 966 
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                 Figure legends 1512 

 

Figure 6. One Magellanic penguin’s dead-reckoned foraging trip at sea, lasting approximately 9 hours (yellow arrow denotes 

the trajectory direction over time. Black track = GPS. Fifteen corrections (black circles) were made (method = “divide”). For 
comparison, the grey dotted track is the GPS corrected dead-reckoned track with current integration approx. every 1 min 

(where possible - method = “time”) (a). Note the difference of net error between dead-reckoned positions and all available 

GPS fixes across the various tracks [insert = grey track] (b). Both uncorrected and corrected dead-reckoned tracks had less 

error subsequent to current integration (black arrows vector every 5 mins) and this was reflected in the direction and 

magnitude of heading correction factors required per unit time (c). Heading correction factors obtained from the track 

corrected approx. every 1 min; the colour of the scale bar indicates the extent of the heading correction factor required). 

Figure 5. Dead reckoned lion track in relation to GPS positions ((a) = uncorrected & (b) = corrected – approx. every 30 

mins (black circles)). The start of the track (lo and la) is denoted with a black x. Three corresponding sections of each track 

are denoted with the same number and the finishing positions denoted with a circle (coloured according to the reference 

track). Note that the horizontal straight-line sections (cf. yellow arrow) result from the lion following the Botswana 

boundary fence (which this individual eventually crossed). Mean net error between (corrected) dead-reckoned positions 

and all available GPS fixes was higher for tracks resolved using a VeDBA threshold (0.11 g), relative to depicted movement. 

using the MVF method. 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a current flow vector (orange) (due to its speed and direction) being integrated to 

a given travel vector (blue). The x,y reflect the initial location of a dead-reckoned track, x2 and y2 are the resultant 

location following the integration of a travel vector (prior to current integration) and xxx and yyy advance these x2 and 

y2 values a step further in the direction of the wind vector. The dashed lines indicate the magnitude of the x and y 

dimensions of travel (both pre- and post-current flow integration) and the green line reflects the actual travel vector.  

Figure 2. Schematic of the conceptual workflow involved when dead-reckoning using Gundog.Tracks – elaborated within 

section 3. Note Gundog.Peaks is a peak finder function that locates peaks based on local signal maxima and Gundog.Compass 

is a function to correct iron distortions from tri-axial magnetometry data and subsequently compute tilt-compensated 

heading. Both functions are elaborated within section 3 and SI. The direction of workflow and key questions ask follows from 

green- (pre-processing and data alignment) to purple- (computing heading) sections, before splitting into blue- (air/water) 

and brown- (land) sections (computing speed) and culminating at the red section (final pre-dead reckoning checks/data 

formats & post-dead-reckoning checks/plots) in conjunction with the process of using Gundog.Tracks in R (yellow). 

 Figure 3. Dead-reckoned (DR) movement path of lion as provided by Gundog.Tracks summary plots (within the initialised R 

graphics window). This is an approximate two-week trajectory over an approximated total travel (DR) distance of > 142 km. 

(Pre-filtered) GPS (red) was sampled at 1 Hz and derived heading and speed measurements were sub-sampled to 1Hz (initial 

acceleration/magnetometry data were recorded at 40 Hz). The VPC dead-reckoned track (blue) was constructed using 

DBA~GPS-derived speed regression estimates and corrected approx. every 6 hours. Note, for dead-reckoning within fluid 

media, an additional green dead-reckoned track with current integration and its associated distance estimates are also 

plotted (pre-correction) when wind/ocean currents are supplied (cf. Fig. 6). Accumulated 3-D DR distance is shown when 

elevation/depth data is supplied.  

Figure 4. Net error between (GPS-corrected) dead-reckoned and GPS positions for a track from 5 African lions. (a) Maximum 

net error (m) between ground-truthed GPS and time-matched dead-reckoned positions after one iteration of correction, both 

as a function of GPS correction rate (one correction per 1 (red), 12 (green) and 24 (blue) hours) and underlying m coefficient 

used to determine the DBA-derived speed. Data from 5 lions (individual denoted by symbol shape) over a period of 12 days. 

Note that the difference in error varies according to individual, initial speed estimate and the scale of correction. (b) Net error 

between dead-reckoned positions and all available GPS fixes (data from the same 5 lions), subsequent to the iterative 

procedure of GPS correction (maximum distance between GPS fix used in correction procedure and according dead-reckoned 

position < .01 m). Boxes denote the median and 25-75 % interquartile range with a blue ‘loess’ smooth line. Whiskers extend 

to 1.5 * Interquartile range in both directions. 
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Figure 8. GPS-corrected dead-reckoned tracks of Imperial cormorants foraging at sea; (a) 15 birds (blue = male, red = female). 

(b) shows one of these tracks illustrated in 3-D. Note gaps between dives are either associated with current drift, while the 

bird is resting at the sea surface, or periods of flight. (c) and (d) show the descent, bottom phase and ascent of a given dive 

in both 2-D (c) and 3-D, respectively.  

Figure 7. Twelve outgoing (green) and incoming (blue) dead-reckoned trajectories from Magellanic penguins walking to and 

from their nest. Three variants of track advancement were used; (a) A VeDBA threshold (0.1 g) and constant m-coefficient 

(1.4) (b), depicted movement periods using the LoCoD method to identify steps (cf. Wilson et al. 2018) and constant m-

coefficient (1.4) and (c) depicted individual steps within depicted movement periods, from which a constant distance estimate 

(0.16 m) was multiplied by step frequency (x ̄no. steps/s) (full details within SI4) (c). Note that the accuracy with respect to 

the radial distance can be evaluated by examining the track stops in relation to the shore-line. Tracks (from (c)) were GPS-

corrected (d) (method = “distance”, dist.step = 5, VP.ME = TRUE, thresh = between 8-15 (depending on track length)) approx. 

every 50 m). A portion of the GPS-corrected dead-reckoned tracks (bottom panel) are magnified (2 iterations) to show the 

difference in resolution of movement tortuosity, between GPS and dead-reckoned tracks. 

Figure 9. Schematic diagram illustrating the order of fixes used when calculating the  𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟.𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟  and 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟.𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (difference of both GPS and dead-reckoned (DR) positions between arrow heads). Note the discrepancy 

with the order at which these correction factors are applied to intermediate DR positions (as denoted by colour shading). 

Known starting position denoted with *. 



Figures

Figure 1

Schematic representation of a current �ow vector (orange) (due to its speed and direction) being
integrated to a given travel vector (blue). The x,y re�ect the initial location of a dead-reckoned track, x2
and y2 are the resultant location following the integration of a travel vector (prior to current integration)
and xxx and yyy advance these x2 and y2 values a step further in the direction of the wind vector. The
dashed lines indicate the magnitude of the x and y dimensions of travel (both pre- and post-current �ow
integration) and the green line re�ects the actual travel vector.



Figure 2

Schematic of the conceptual work�ow involved when dead-reckoning using Gundog.Tracks – elaborated
within section 3. Note Gundog.Peaks is a peak �nder function that locates peaks based on local signal
maxima and Gundog.Compass is a function to correct iron distortions from tri-axial magnetometry data
and subsequently compute tilt-compensated heading. Both functions are elaborated within section 3 and
SI. The direction of work�ow and key questions ask follows from green- (pre-processing and data
alignment) to purple- (computing heading) sections, before splitting into blue- (air/water) and brown-
(land) sections (computing speed) and culminating at the red section (�nal pre-dead reckoning



checks/data formats & post-dead-reckoning checks/plots) in conjunction with the process of using
Gundog.Tracks in R (yellow).

Figure 3

Dead-reckoned (DR) movement path of lion as provided by Gundog.Tracks summary plots (within the
initialised R graphics window). This is an approximate two-week trajectory over an approximated total
travel (DR) distance of > 142 km. (Pre-�ltered) GPS (red) was sampled at 1 Hz and derived heading and
speed measurements were sub-sampled to 1Hz (initial acceleration/magnetometry data were recorded at



40 Hz). The VPC dead-reckoned track (blue) was constructed using DBA~GPS-derived speed regression
estimates and corrected approx. every 6 hours. Note, for dead-reckoning within �uid media, an additional
green dead-reckoned track with current integration and its associated distance estimates are also plotted
(pre-correction) when wind/ocean currents are supplied (cf. Fig. 6). Accumulated 3-D DR distance is
shown when elevation/depth data is supplied. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of
the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research
Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning
the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 4

Net error between (GPS-corrected) dead-reckoned and GPS positions for a track from 5 African lions. (a)
Maximum net error (m) between ground-truthed GPS and time-matched dead-reckoned positions after
one iteration of correction, both as a function of GPS correction rate (one correction per 1 (red), 12 (green)
and 24 (blue) hours) and underlying m coe�cient used to determine the DBA-derived speed. Data from 5
lions (individual denoted by symbol shape) over a period of 12 days. Note that the difference in error
varies according to individual, initial speed estimate and the scale of correction. (b) Net error between
dead-reckoned positions and all available GPS �xes (data from the same 5 lions), subsequent to the
iterative procedure of GPS correction (maximum distance between GPS �x used in correction procedure
and according dead-reckoned position < .01 m). Boxes denote the median and 25-75 % interquartile range
with a blue ‘loess’ smooth line. Whiskers extend to 1.5 * Interquartile range in both directions.



Figure 5

Dead reckoned lion track in relation to GPS positions ((a) = uncorrected & (b) = corrected – approx. every
30 mins (black circles)). The start of the track (lo and la) is denoted with a black x. Three corresponding
sections of each track are denoted with the same number and the �nishing positions denoted with a
circle (coloured according to the reference track). Note that the horizontal straight-line sections (cf. yellow
arrow) result from the lion following the Botswana boundary fence (which this individual eventually



crossed). Mean net error between (corrected) dead-reckoned positions and all available GPS �xes was
higher for tracks resolved using a VeDBA threshold (0.11 g), relative to depicted movement. Note: The
designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of
any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country,
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This
map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 6



One Magellanic penguin’s dead-reckoned foraging trip at sea, lasting approximately 9 hours (yellow arrow
denotes the trajectory direction over time. Black track = GPS. Fifteen corrections (black circles) were made
(method = “divide”). For comparison, the grey dotted track is the GPS corrected dead-reckoned track with
current integration approx. every 1 min (where possible - method = “time”) (a). Note the difference of net
error between dead-reckoned positions and all available GPS �xes across the various tracks [insert = grey
track] (b). Both uncorrected and corrected dead-reckoned tracks had less error subsequent to current
integration (black arrows vector every 5 mins) and this was re�ected in the direction and magnitude of
heading correction factors required per unit time (c). Heading correction factors obtained from the track
corrected approx. every 1 min; the colour of the scale bar indicates the extent of the heading correction
factor required). Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do
not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal
status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its
frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 7

Twelve outgoing (green) and incoming (blue) dead-reckoned trajectories from Magellanic penguins
walking to and from their nest. Three variants of track advancement were used; (a) A VeDBA threshold
(0.1 g) and constant m-coe�cient (1.4) (b), depicted movement periods using the LoCoD method to
identify steps (cf. Wilson et al. 2018) and constant m-coe�cient (1.4) and (c) depicted individual steps
within depicted movement periods, from which a constant distance estimate (0.16 m) was multiplied by



step frequency (x no. steps/s) (full details within SI4) (c). Note that the accuracy with respect to the
radial distance can be evaluated by examining the track stops in relation to the shore-line. Tracks (from
(c)) were GPS-corrected (d) (method = “distance”, dist.step = 5, VP.ME = TRUE, thresh = between 8-15
(depending on track length)) approx. every 50 m). A portion of the GPS-corrected dead-reckoned tracks
(bottom panel) are magni�ed (2 iterations) to show the difference in resolution of movement tortuosity,
between GPS and dead-reckoned tracks. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the
material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research
Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning
the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 8



GPS-corrected dead-reckoned tracks of Imperial cormorants foraging at sea; (a) 15 birds (blue = male, red
= female). (b) shows one of these tracks illustrated in 3-D. Note gaps between dives are either associated
with current drift, while the bird is resting at the sea surface, or periods of �ight. (c) and (d) show the
descent, bottom phase and ascent of a given dive in both 2-D (c) and 3-D, respectively. Note: The
designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of
any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country,
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This
map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 9

Schematic diagram illustrating the order of �xes used when calculating the Distance_(corr.factor) and
Heading_(corr.factor) (difference of both GPS and dead-reckoned (DR) positions between arrow



heads). Note the discrepancy with the order at which these correction factors are applied to intermediate
DR positions (as denoted by colour shading). Known starting position denoted with *.
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